Hey, that belongs to somebody!

A possessive noun is a noun that names who or what has something. Add an apostrophe and s (‘s) to form the possessive of most singular nouns.

**DIRECTIONS:** Read each sentence. Underline the possessive in each sentence.

1. Gabrielle’s book bag is full of cookies.
2. When Amy’s puppy is sleepy she puts him in his crate.
3. Linda’s shoes are purple.
4. After school we will go to Rhonda’s house to play.
5. Derek’s mother has short, brown hair.
6. After George’s last test his mother gave him a lollipop.
7. When Joy’s voice sails into the upper registers it gives me chills.
8. Sarah’s last school was out in the country.
9. That dog’s fur is black.
10. Tina’s wish is to have a pool in her back yard.
11. Did you see Marcus’ haircut?
12. Fiona’s cupcakes are the best I’ve ever had.
13. Phoebe’s pet frog is two years old.